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ABSTRACT

Different polarization asymmetries in deep inelastic scattering of charged leptons on pro-
tons as possible model independent tests for nonstandard weak neutral spin-0 and spin-2 bosons
are discussed. They are based only on the general vector, scalar and tensor structure of the lepton-
hadron interactions. Expressions that can be used for numerical analysis are obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The attempts for unification of all fundamental forces led to the extensive development
of many theoretical models beyond the Standard SUC( 3) x SUL( 2) x [/„( 1) model (SM). New-
experimental results in high energy physics are highly desirable in this direction.

An inevitable consequence of almost all such modes is the existence of additional neutral
bosons - vector, scalar and/or tensor ones. Different ways to test the theoretical models beyond the
SM through observation of nonstandard bosons in direct production or through indirect tests have
been discussed 1)>2) in various processes.

Recently in Ref.2 deviations from the SM due to additional weak bosons in the process of
deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering have been considered and different bounds on their masses
have been derived. As the results have been obtained through numerical analysis of the cross
section and the polarization asymmetries, they obviously depend on the accepted parametrization
for the proton structure functions and the values of the parameters of the discussed models.

It would be useful to find such measurable quantities in the process which appear char-
acteristic for the extra neutral bosons and which are independent of the dynamics of hadron inter-
actions. Here we discuss possible tests for spin-0 and spin-2 bosons in deep inelastic scattering of
polarized leptons on polarized or unpolarized protons, which are based only on the different helicity
properties of the scalar, vector and tensor interactions and the different Lorentz structure of their
fermion-boson vertices. They are free of the uncertainties of the quark and gluon distributions and
of the strength of the various couplings of the models.

The interest to the existence of scalar and tensor fields renewed recently with the devel-
opment of a whole class of modes 3)~6) with composite massive gauge bosons. In these models a
rich spectrum of scalar and tensor bosons in the TeV-energy range is expected. The scalar bosons
appear as natural partners of the composite gauge bosons built of a = j constituents (preons) in the
same way as the scalar it and r) bosons are partners of the vector p and w mesons, built of up and
down quarks. According to the dynamics of the model they are of two types: weak isovectors Ai~6i

ft and &, associated with the SUW(, 2) global symmetry, whose couplings to quarks and leptons (be-
cause of chiral symmetry and PCAC constraints) are proportional to the quark and lepton masses
and weak isoscalar bosons 6) fj - the pseudoscalar analogue of the n meson, with universal cou-
plings to fermion pairs. Because of the smalt electron mass only isoscalar spin-0 bosons would lead
to observable effects in deep inelastic e^ — p scattering. The spin-2 bosons appear as higher spin
excitations of the composite Z.

In Section 2 we give the general structure of the matrix element of the process of deep
inelastic eT — p scattering when vector, scalar and tensor bosons are exchanged. The heliciry
properties are formulated. It is shown in Section 3 that though the lepton transverse polarization,
generated in storage rings does not lead to any observable effects for vector and tensor interactions,
it appears a very useful tool for detecting a scalar interaction. In Section 4, deep inelastic scattering



of longitudinally polarized leptons on unpolarized protons is discussed. Certain relations between
polarization asymmetries, which hold for the vector and scalar interactions and do not hold if a
tensor interaction is present are obtained. In deriving the above results no assumptions about the
scaling behaviour of the proton structure functions have been used.

GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE AMPLITUDE

We consider the process:

+ p -+ e* + X (1)

{X is the final hadion system) assuming that the initial eT and the protons are polarized. The matrix
element of (1) can be written in the form:

f\S-\\i>^N ~S - P.) . (2)

HereJt.r and /t'.r' are the momenta and helicities of the initial and final leptons, q = k~k',Nisa.
normalizing factor, (N = NtNe, JV* = (2 it) ~3/2 (2 ito) ~1^), MT is a matrix acting on the spin
indexes and containing information about the hadron initial and final states.

We assume that process (1) goes through exchange of neutral vector ( 7 , 2 , 2 ' . . . ) , scalar
and tensor bosons. In the lowest order of perturbation theory one can write:

(3)

where

(4)

Here Mf describes the contribution to the amplitude due to a scalar boson exchanged, Mf - due
to vector bosons exchanged and M£ - due to a spin-2 boson exchanged.

have2>:
Using the fermion-boson vertices that follow from Lorentz and gauge invariance we

o"1" = v ± 015, i)o = ~ "TT

(±5

(5)

Here go, mo and gi, mz are the couplings and the masses of the scalar and tensor bosons, the weak
interaction breaking scale F* makes the spin-2 coupling constants dimensionless.

The hadron vertices are described by the scalar Jo, vector J*, and tensor Ja/} operators
of the hadronic currents, jp > and |p' > are the states of the initial proton and final hadrons.

As one can easily verify from Eq.(5), for the vector and tensor interactions we have ^ :

= -Mf, £ = 1 , 2 (6)

(7)

while for the scalar interaction the following relation holds:

As soon as we are interested in the ultra-high energy range, where 75ur(fc) = —r ur( k)
and 75 u^C if) = r'V'(k') Eqs.(6) and (7) lead to a helicity non-conservation of the leptons (r =
—r') for the vector and tensor interactions and to a helicity conservation (r = r') for the scalar
interaction.

In the general case of polarized initial leptons the cross section is given by the expression:

daT = —7 TV [M^fik,OM*A(Jfc')l (2ir)4dP . (8)
2fl*

Here p( k, f) is the spin-density matrix of the initial leptons, £ is their polarization 4-vector, At
fcjj 3> m2 (m is the lepton mass), p{ k, £) has the form 8):

j°(*,0 = ^ - O - (9)

A { k) = —ik, P|| and P x are the longitudinal and transverse polarizations of the lepton is its rest
frame.

We shall now show that generation of transverse and longitudinal polarizations for the
lepton and ann'lepton beams appears very useful in obtaining information about the extra neutral
scalar and tensor bosons without any model assumptions about the hadron interactions.



3. ADDITIONAL SCALAR BOSON

Now we assume that the initial e* and p are transversely polarized. We consider the
natural transverse polarization fixed by the configuration of the storage ring, which is perpendicular
to the plane of the eT and p orbits. The differential cross section has the general form:

. (10)

Here P i = ]Pj_| and P'L = \P'±\,P±. and p\ are chosen to be parallel to the K-axis (the proton
points the direction of the Z-axis), ajf is the cross section for unpolarized eT and p, of, o% and
of describe the contribution to the cross section from the lepton and proton polarizations.

We shall show that the terms with transverse lepton polarization - af and cr̂  - survive
only in case of a scalar M^ interaction. This appear a direct consequence of the helicity properties
(6) and (7). Thus, observation of any effects, associated with the transverse polarizations of t*
may be used as a model independent test for the existence of extra scalar neutral bosons.

Evidently, using Eqs.(6) and (7) we obtain

IMMffT5A(fc)M*X(fc')]=0, l,t~\tl (11)

which immediately implies that of = of = 0 for vector and tensor interactions. It is easy to
convince ourselves that of and of get a non-zero contribution only from the interference of the
amplitudes with intermediate vector and/or tensor bosons and an intermediate scalar boson:

Tr Y, [ A^PiTTs A (k) M?A (*') +

(12)

As the extra bosons are expected in the TeV-energy range, in our calculations we have
retained only the linear in rjo terms. Also, the contribution of the tensor boson has been omitted in
this section, as it is not essential for the considered effects of the scalar boson. Inserting (3) and (9)
in (8) we obtain the following expression for aj p,, when both initial lepton and proton beams are
transversely polarized

p; = -~jT ZM | i Y y (13)

Here and everywhere below, if anything else is not specified, the summation indices run over the
possible vector i,Z,Z' bosons. The following notations are introduced:

= 9v9'v 9A9A. 9A9v

cf = - ag'A, df = ±ag'v -

La = £±a(kk')^ka({±k')l hi

5

<xpkk')

kk') - (14)

Here £± = (P±, iO), (£± k) = 0 is the polarization 4-vector of the transversely polarized leptons,
e(oifikk') = Eafaskakj etc.

The tensor W^, defined by the hadronic vector currents J'a is determined through the
structure functions WJ, fc = 1,2,3 as usually

p'|j£|p

(15)

When the indexes i,j stand for 7 and Z we obtain the conventional SM structure functions, M is
the proton mass.

The quantities Gj, and Hi carry the information about the interaction of the hadrons with
the scalar boson and are determined by the interference of the vector and scalar currents

- < p'|/o|p ' -p-g)dT

<p'\Jo\p><p\Ji\p'>]6(p'-p~q)dr . (16)

From Lorentz and gauge invariance the following general structure for Gj, and Hl
a fol-

lows:

P. J + Pa(6i. Q) ^2 + f i - »3

^ 9)

(17)

where a\ and b[ are real invariant functions ofp and q,£'± = (P'j_,iO),(£'±p) = 0 is the polarization
4-vector of the transversely polarized protons.

T-invariance of the ^-matrix implies

Q>\ — G j = «3 = 0 j 64 = 0 .

6

(18)



Using the dimensionless scaling variables x = ~Q1/2(pq),y = (pq)/(pk) and the
azimuthal lepton scattering angle <p we obtain

+ PiPj.[ W,T + (1 - y)(cos 2<p • JVj + sin 2<p • JVf)] ]

where

(19)

(20)

Eq.(19) implies that if T-invariance holds we should have

(21)

The dependence of the cross section on the transverse polarization of the initial lepton
beam can be checked measuring either any of the transverse polarization asymmetries A^ and
Ap pl or an azimuthal ^-dependence of the cross section.

The asymmetries A^ and Af,±p, are conventionally denned as:

where a j ± o , aj^p, and a j are measured at fixed x, y and <j>- From (19) and (22) we obtain

(23)

sin

+P'±[N? + (1 - D)(COS 2V> • N? + sin (24)

When the cross section is measured over the whole ^-interval, Eq.(22) defines the in-
tegral transverse polarization asymmetry -4p+J_,v - It is interesting to note that its value is also
different from zero if an additional scalar boson exists

(25)

As transverse polarization is a source of an azimuthal dependence, study of a j 0 and
oJiP, in various sectors of the angle 4> would allow to get a more detailed information about the
scalar interaction. Let us define the integrals s ):

= dip- * , J? = dip- ,-*•, Jf = / cbp •
Jo <^ Jill dip Jr dtP

d p - - T ^ - (26)

One can detect the presence of a scalar boson through a non-zero value of any of the combinations:

«» .

r4 (28)

-Jf+Jf- J,T , TJ0 <72lf(l-y)
(29)

8



Jf - Jf - y) (30)

Here Z* is the cross section measured in the whole ^-interval.

The observation of (27) or (30) would be an indication of T-violating terms in the S-
matrix. Observation of any of the asymmetries (22), (27)-(30) would be a model independent test
for the existence of a weak neutral scalar boson.

4. ADDITIONAL TENSOR BOSON

Now we suppose that the initial leptons are longitudinally polarized. The differential
cross section has the general form:

Here crjf describes the contribution to aj, from the longitudinally polarized leptons.

We shall derive certain relations between the polarization asymmetries in the kinematical
limit y —» 0, which are based only on the general vector, scalar and tensor structure of the lepton-
hadron matrix element - Eqs.(3)-(5). Their experimental verification would allow to distinguish
the tensor from the vector and scalar interactions without any dynamical assumptions about the
hadron interactions.

From the helicity properties (6) and (7) we have

7V[Me
T7jA(fc) M*A(k')] = 0 , 1=1,2 . (32)

From here and Eqs.(8) and (9) it follows that the scalar interaction A/f does not contribute
to of. The only non-zero contribution to crjf comes from the vector and tensor interactions M^
and Mf:

<Tr Kf^A(k') (33)
if'i

In the previous section it has been shown that M* does not contribute to a j either. So
further on we shall discuss the scalar interaction without including it in the calculations.

From Eqs.(5), (8) and (9) we easily obtain the cross section of deep inelastic scattering
of longitudinally polarized leptons (antileptons) on unpolarized protons:

Only the terms linear in t), and tfe are retained. We have

Here

vg'v + ag*A, d, = agl
v + vg'A

a'v

(34)

(35)

The tensors H'arlS and &a/jS are defined through the matrix elements of the vector and tensor

hadronic currents:

-P~ q)<tr

%f[< p'\J'a\P

(36)

Lorentz and gauge in variance lead to the following general form for H'aiS and GJ,,{:

Hi

(37)

Here ff J and G\, k = 1, 2,3 are real functions of the invariants built out of p and q. They carry
information about the interaction of the spin-2 field with the hadrons.

G1

G\

Unitarity and T-invariance of the S-matrix implies:

Hi = 0, G\ = G\ = 0 .

10
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The expression for the differential cross section CT^ can be written in the form

(39)

where

The superscripts ° and ~ separate the contributions to a^ of the pure V-A interaction from that of

the spin-2 interaction:

av = E [v2

•J

-av = -

CtA =
JlfF,

2( 1 -

(40)

= 0

(43)

(44)

From the above equations especially useful for us appear Eqs.(42) and (43). As one
can see the terms that originate from the V-A interactions vanish, while the terms to which the
tensor boson contributes are different from zero. This effectively allows to distinguish the tensor
interaction from the pure V-A interaction and provides tests for the existence of spin-2 bosons in
deep inelastic eT—p collisions. It is worth to mention that the above considerations are independent
of the scaling behaviour of the structure functions.

Information about a^ and pv can be obtained from measurements of the polarization
asymmetries. The following six polarization asymmetries are conventionally discussed at
HERA9':

* * -

P\\

°\~
< * +

<*- (45)

The structure functions G\, Cj and i/j do not enter the cross section as there can be no

T-violating terms in at.

Further on it is easy to verify that in the limit y —» 0 we have

H-iO

av\!
(41)

(42)

From (41)-(44) it follows that the relations between the asymmetries

A+ +A~
U-,0

ln-.o

= 0

= 0

= 0 (46)

that have been obtained in Ref.10 for the pure V-A structure of weak interactions will be fulfilled
also for an additional scalar interaction, but they will not hold if a tensor interaction exists. Ex-
perimental tests of relations (46) would be a model independent test for the existence of a spin-2
boson. In the above calculations we have retained only the linear in TJI terms. Evidently, terms of
the order (i)i)2 would not alter the result.

11 12



In the general case of scalar, vector and tensor structure of weak interactions relations
(46) take the form:

II - .0
- 2

h-*o P||
(47)

In the standard panon model av, 0^, OIA and fly at y —> 0 are given by the expressions:

ly—O

Ifl/(*,«a) - (48)

Here the sum is over all flavours in the proton and qf(qf) denote the quark (antiquark) distributions

in the proton. The functions Af and Bf for a definite flavour / are given by

A/(g2)

B/(q2) =
a.faf)i\z

afo.f)i\z • (49)

Here e^ is the electric charge (eu = 2/3) ,v/ = T3/ — 2 sin2 5^e/ and o/ = Ti/ are the neutral
current vector and axial-vector couplings expressed in terms of the third component of the weak
isospin T (Vi u = \(2),vf and o/ are the tensor and pseudotensor couplings of a quark with flavour

Computer analysis of Eqs.(47)-(49) would allow lo obtain estimates for the mass and
couplings of the tensor boson.
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